Tommyco’s Rough Terrain, Flat Terrain Pro and Flat Terrain kneepads are the world’s only kneepads with patented pressure dispersing covers.

The outer feet are designed to make contact with the kneeling surface first. This action eliminates pressure from being applied directly to the delicate patella bone of your knee. A bridge is actually created over the kneeling surface, allowing pressure to be absorbed around the outer edges. This unique pressure dispersing action repeats itself over and over again allowing you to kneel in comfort throughout the workday.
TOMMYCO creates quality, innovative kneepads year after year.
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CHOOSING KNEEPADS MADE EASY!

DESIGNING KNEE HAS NEVER

PROTECTION WHERE YOU NEED IT.

KNEE ARMOR®
ROUGH TERRAIN SURFACES IRREGULIÈRES
GEL

TOMMYCO®
PAD PLANOGRAMS BEEN EASIER!

Match the icons to your project

PROJECT: **Rough Terrain**
- Extended feet design creates a bridge to protect the knee over rough unstable surfaces.

PROJECT: **Hard Terrain**
- Anti-penetration covers slide or swivel over hard surfaces while protecting against sharp objects.

PROJECT: **Delicate Terrain**
- Durable outer covers will not mark or dent delicate surfaces while providing ease of movement.

PROJECT: **Flat Terrain**
- Flat articulating outer feet grip the surface to prevent slipping while providing excellent stability.

PROJECT: **General Purpose**
- Soft durable foam rubber kneepads are ideal for those small jobs at home or in the garden.

The **QUALITY** You Want For The Surface You Have!
2020 ROUGH TERRAIN KNEEPADS

Ideal over rough unstable surfaces.

Extended feet design creates a bridge to protect the knee over rough unstable surfaces.

Recommended Use:
Landscaping, Mining, Outdoor Terrain.
(Can also be used for installing Ceramic and Hard Stone Tiles.)
**EL777 GEL-PRO™**

Eliminator Rough Terrain

- Unique calf muscle fastening design eliminates straps from behind the knee
- Straps are positioned above and below the calf muscle to hold kneepads securely in place
- Pressure dispersing Rough Terrain cover with extended shin protection
- Two part injected polyurethane GEL technology for superior durability, comfort, and support

**DIMENSIONS** (LxW/DxH): 5.5 x 5 x 15"

UPC CODE: 0-55816-00778-1

WEIGHT (LBS): 2.3

EN 14404+A1:2010

CE # DK-200-PPE-1745

Version 2

---

**30322 Comfort Hinge GEL-PRO™**

Rough Terrain Industrial

- Tommyco original patented pressure dispersing cover
- Ergonomic, Easy-Flex Hinge moves strap away from back of knee
- Molded foam body creates a deep cradle for the knee
- Two part injected polyurethane GEL technology for superior durability, comfort, and support

**DIMENSIONS** (LxW/DxH): 5.5 x 5 x 12.5"

UPC CODE: 0-55816-30322-7

WEIGHT (LBS): 1.5

---

**GEL708 GEL-PRO™**

Rough Terrain 708

- Patented pressure dispersing cover redirects pressure away from the knee
- Extra large knee cavity fits large sized knees comfortably
- Unique 3 way strapping system uses the calf muscle to secure kneepads in place
- Two part injected polyurethane GEL technology for superior durability, comfort, and support

**DIMENSIONS** (DxW/H): 7 x 7 x 10"

UPC CODE: 0-55816-00708-8

WEIGHT (LBS): 1

EN 14404+A1:2010

CE # DK-200-PPE-1799

Version 2

---

**GEL227 GELite™**

Rough Terrain 227

- Ideal size for ease of mobility
- Breathable CoolFlow™ body helps prevent heat build-up
- Injected plastic button/clip strap connectors provide easy adjustment and secure fit
- Criss cross straps to help secure kneepads in place
- GELite™ insert provides added protection and superior comfort

**DIMENSIONS** (DxW/H): 6 x 4.5 x 9.5"

UPC CODE: 0-55816-00227-4

WEIGHT (LBS): 0.9

EN 14404+A1:2010

CE # DK-200-PPE-1799

Version 2
2020
HARD TERRAIN KNEEPADS
IDEAL OVER HARD ABRASIVE SURFACES

Anti-penetration covers slide or swivel over hard surfaces while protecting against sharp objects.

RECOMMENDED USE: Over unfinished concrete and surfaces with exposed nails or screws. (Smooth round outer shells are good for installing carpet as well.)
EL999 GEL-PRO™
Eliminator Hard Terrain

> Unique calf muscle fastening design eliminates straps from behind the knee
> Straps are positioned above and below the calf muscle to hold kneepads securely in place
> Extended hard terrain cover protects the knee and shin area from abrasive surfaces
> Two part injected polyurethane GEL technology for superior durability, comfort, and support

DIMENSIONS (DxWxH): 6 x 6 x 15"
UPC CODE: 0-55816-99999-4
WEIGHT (LBS): 1.5

40061 GELite™
Hard Terrain

> Extra thick outer shell for added protection
> Breathable CoolFlow™ body helps prevent heat build up
> Upper quick clip fastening system combined with wide neoprene lower strap secures kneepads in place
> GELite™ insert provides added protection and superior comfort

DIMENSIONS (LxWxD): 6 x 4 x 9"
UPC CODE: 0-55816-40061-2
WEIGHT (LBS): 1.3

40190 T-Foam™
White Cap Hard Terrain

> Hard white cap provides protection against abrasive surface
> Low profile contoured shape hugs the knee for ease of mobility
> Super wide Neoprene strap provides superior comfort while securing kneepads in place
> Built with durable co-polymure protective padding

DIMENSIONS (LxWxD): 6.5 x 3.5 x 9"
UPC CODE: 0-55816-40190-9
WEIGHT (LBS): 0.8

HD449 T-Foam™
Hard Terrain Single Strap

> Smooth cover easily slides over various surfaces
> Removable hard cap creates a 2 in 1 kneepad
> Single elastic strap with hook and loop fasteners for easy on/off
> Built with durable co-polymure protective padding

DIMENSIONS (LxWxD): 5.5 x 4 x 7"
UPC CODE: 0-55816-04449-0
WEIGHT (LBS): 0.77
Soft articulating outer feet grips the surface to prevent slipping while providing excellent stability.

**RECOMMENDED USE:** Installing Ceramic Tile, Flat Stone and Wood Decking. (Soft Outer Feet will not mark Linoleum Tile or Hardwood Flooring.)
30002 GEL-PRO™
Total Flex Flat Terrain Pro
- Articulating feet with extended top for stability and greater range of forward motion
- Injected-molded polyurethane and gel technology for superior comfort and support
- Strapping system positioned above and below the knee eliminates discomfort behind the knee

DIMENSIONS (DxWxH): 6 x 6 x 15”
UPC CODE: 0-55816-30002-8
WEIGHT (LBS): 1.5

40032 GE Lite™
Articulating Flat Terrain
- Articulating air filled feet on cover flexes with the knee
- Breathable Cool Flow™ ventilated body helps prevent heat build-up
- Injected plastic button/clip strap connectors provide easy adjustment and secure fit
- Criss cross straps to help secure kneepads in place
- GE Lite™ insert provides added protection and superior comfort

DIMENSIONS (LxWxDxH): 6 x 3.5 x 8.5”
UPC CODE: 0-55816-40032-2
WEIGHT (LBS): 1.1

40011 T-Foam™
Ultra Flex
- Articulating feet grip the surface providing excellent stability
- Comfortable straps, easy to adjust
-Accordion top design helps secure kneepad as you get up and down
- Upper strap eliminates debris from getting under kneepad

DIMENSIONS (LxWxDxH): 7 x 4 x 8”
UPC CODE: 0-55816-40011-7
WEIGHT (LBS): 1.3

50200 T-Foam™
Single Strap Flat Terrain
- Articulating air filled feet on soft cover flexes with the knee
- Single elastic strap with easy on/off hook and loop fasteners
- Super soft NBR protective padding provides superior comfort

DIMENSIONS (LxWxDxH): 7 x 4 x 8”
UPC CODE: 0-55816-50200-2
WEIGHT (LBS): 1.3
2020 DELICATE TERRAIN KNEEPADS

IDEAL OVER CARPET AND DELICATE SURFACES

Durable fabric outer covers will not mark or dent delicate surfaces while providing ease of movement.

RECOMMENDED USE: Installing Carpet, Soft Linoleum and Hardwood Flooring
**GEL309 GEL-PRO™**  
**Nylon Plus Delicate Terrain**  
> Molded nylon cover easily slides without scratching delicate surfaces  
> Added soft padded top section provides superior comfort and mobility  
> Upper quick clip fastening system combined with wide neoprene lower strap secures kneepads in place  
> Two part injected polyurethane GEL technology for superior durability, comfort, and support

**DIMENSIONS (LxW/DxH):** 6.5 x 4 x 9.75"  
**UPC CODE:** 0-55816-00407-0  
**WEIGHT (LBS):** 0.85

---

**GEL307 GEL-PRO™**  
**Nylon Delicate Terrain**  
> Molded nylon cover easily slides without scratching delicate surfaces  
> Injected plastic button with quick clip fastener provides easy adjustment and secure fit  
> Upper elastic strap with hook and loop fastener for added support  
> Two part injected polyurethane GEL technology for superior durability, comfort, and support

**DIMENSIONS (LxW/DxH):** 6 x 3.5 x 7.5"  
**UPC CODE:** 0-55816-00309-7  
**WEIGHT (LBS):** 1

---

**50140 GELite™**  
**Flooring Delicate Terrain**  
> Made with lightweight GEL  
> Durable ballistic poly fabric layered with tough, PU leather provides added protection and durability  
> Neoprene fabric liner helps keep knees comfortable throughout the day  
> Injected plastic button/clip connectors provide easy adjustment and secure fit

**DIMENSIONS (LxW/DxH):** 8 x 4 x 8.75"  
**UPC CODE:** 0-55816-50140-1  
**WEIGHT (LBS):** 0.85

---

**50090 T-Foam™**  
**Fabric Delicate Terrain**  
> Built with heavy-duty polyester fabric for added durability  
> Tough high density closed cell foam padding for all day comfort  
> Injected plastic button/clip strap connectors provide easy adjustment and secure fit

**DIMENSIONS (LxW/DxH):** 6.5 x 3.5 x 9"  
**UPC CODE:** 0-55816-50090-9  
**WEIGHT (LBS):** 0.4
2020
GENERAL PURPOSE KNEEPADES
IDEAL FOR THE UNIVERSAL VARIETY OF TASKS YOU FACE EVERYDAY

Universally designed kneepads for the variety of “To-Do” projects at home and at work.
40321 GEL-PRO™
Sure Grip All Terrain

- Extra thick injected soft cover for added durability
- Added soft padded top section provides superior comfort and mobility
- Upper quick clip fastening system combined with wide neoprene lower strap secures kneepads in place
- Two part injected polyurethane GEL technology for superior durability, comfort and support

DIMENSIONS (LxWxD): 6.5 x 4 x 11”
UPC CODE: 0-55816-40321-7
WEIGHT (LBS): 1.2

40060 GELite™
Anti-Slip Flat Terrain

- Anti-slip, large non-marring cover will not damage surface
- Breathable mesh fabric combined with breathable padding to help stay cool
- Extra wide neoprene strap with hook and loop fasteners for added comfort and secure fit

DIMENSIONS (LxWxD): 5.5 x 3.5 x 9”
UPC CODE: 0-55816-40060-5
WEIGHT (LBS): 1.3

40170 T-Foam™
Non-Marring Sure Grip

- Soft non-marring cap will not scuff or mark delicate surfaces
- Sure Grip designed cap helps prevent slipping
- Low profile contoured shape hugs the knee for ease of mobility
- Super wide Neoprene strap provides superior comfort while securing kneepads in place

DIMENSIONS (LxWxD): 6.5 x 3.5 x 9”
UPC CODE: 0-55816-40170-1
WEIGHT (LBS): 0.8

ULV12 T-Foam™
Tradesman with fabric liner

- Flame laminated inner sponge and wicking liner.
- Extended kneepad protects the upper part of shin & knee.
- Additional upper strap keeps debris away.

DIMENSIONS (LxWxD): 5.5 x 3.5 x 8.5”
UPC CODE: 0-55816-00300-4
WEIGHT (LBS): 0.35

**HD220 T-Foam™ Basic Light Duty**

- Extremely lightweight; comfortable to wear all day
- Single strap with hook and loop fastener
- Extremely impulsive buy; does high volume sales

**DIMENSIONS (LxWxDxH): 5.5 x 3 x 7”**
**UPC CODE: 0-55816-00220-5**
**WEIGHT (LBS): 0.2**

**13002 T-Foam™ Durable Pocket Insert**

- These flexible removable pads slip easily into the custom knee pockets for pants and overalls
- Built with high density EVA padding for added protection
- Articulated design bends and moves with you for ease of mobility

**DIMENSIONS (LxWxDxH): 6 x 2 x 10”**
**UPC CODE: 0-55816-13002-1**
**WEIGHT (LBS): 0.2**

**12001 Durable Molded Safety Mat**

- Unique molded POE foam rubber provides superior protection over the roughest terrain
- Resistant to petroleum products and other liquids
- Cut out handle for easy carry or hanging after use

**DIMENSIONS (DxWxH): 16 x 8 x 1.25”**
**UPC CODE: 0-55816-12001-5**
**WEIGHT (LBS): 0.50**

**12002 T-Foam™ Extreme Comfort Mat**

- High quality closed-cell foam rubber will not compression set
- Resistant to petroleum products and other liquids
- Helps to reduce knee trauma and low-back pain

**DIMENSIONS (DxWxH): 1.25 x 12 x 18”**
**UPC CODE: 0-55816-12002-2**
**WEIGHT (LBS): 1.5**
11005 GEL GUARD Hand Protector

- Built with 100% injected GEL for maximum protection against constant vibration and impact
- Soft elastic straps with hook and loop fastener adjusts to fit most sizes
- GEL GUARD Hand Protectors can be worn like a glove or inside your favorite work glove
- Protect against rock while kneeling in the garden

**DIMENSIONS (LxWxD):** 4.5 x .5 x 5.5”
**UPC CODE:** 0-55816-11005-4
**WEIGHT (LBS):** 0.25

NOW PATENTED
Patent No: US D837,457 S
Jan 1, 2019

35100 Pocket Pro Tool Pouch

- Unique handle to easily hold and remove when full of tools
- Ideal for the Do-It-Yourself handyman
- 1200 Denier Polyester

**DIMENSIONS (LxWxD):** 6 x 3 x 11”
**UPC CODE:** 0-55816-35100-6
**WEIGHT (LBS):** 0.8

35015 Pocket Pro Handyman

- Easily accommodates household tools including small hammer
- Handy cell phone holder with protective cover
- 1200 Denier Polyester

**DIMENSIONS (LxWxD):** 5.5 x 1.5 x 11”
**UPC CODE:** 0-55816-35015-3
**WEIGHT (LBS):** 0.4

10004 GEL GRIP Universal Gel Tape

- Prevent hand fatigue from vibration and impact stress
- Provide excellent traction when wet
- Wrap all your tools for a better, more comfortable and safer grip

**DIMENSIONS (LxWxD):** 1.25 x 4 x 5.5”
**UPC CODE:** 0-55816-10004-8
**WEIGHT (LBS):** 0.2
GAR207 GEL-PRO™
J’s Choice Garden Plus

- Durable water resistant molded nylon cover protects against the elements
- Wide breathable lycra strap secures kneepads in place while staying cool
- Two part injected polyurethane GEL technology for superior durability, comfort and support

DIMENSIONS (LxWxDxH): 6 x 3.5 x 7.5"
UPC CODE: 0-55816-00207-6
WEIGHT (LBS): 1

GAR227 GELite™
Garden Rough Terrain

- Ideal size for ease of mobility
- Breathable CoolFlow™ body helps prevent heat build-up
- Injected plastic button/clip strap connectors provide easy adjustment and secure fit
- Criss cross straps to help secure kneepads in place
- GELite™ insert provides added protection and superior comfort

DIMENSIONS (LxWxDxH): 4 x 3.5 x 8"
UPC CODE: 0-55816-22227-6
WEIGHT (LBS): 0.9

30061 T-Foam™
Mini Clear Cap Terrain

- Extra thick outer shell for added durability
- Breathable mesh fabric layered with breathable padding to help stay cool
- Injected plastic button/clip strap connectors provide easy adjustment and a secure fit

DIMENSIONS (LxWxDxH): 5.5 x 3.5 x 8"
UPC CODE: 0-55816-30061-5
WEIGHT (LBS): 1

GR220 T-Foam™
Garden Superlites

- Built with top of the line T-Foam
- Entry-level Do-It-Yourself kneepad, available in mixed or individual colours
- Impulsive buy; does high volume sales

DIMENSIONS (LxWxDxH): 5.5 x 3 x 7"
UPC CODE: 0-55816-11220-1
WEIGHT (LBS): 0.15
2020
GARDEN KNEELERS & CUSHIONS
PORTABLE GARDEN COMFORT

PROTECTION WHERE YOU NEED IT.
OP888 Safe Foam™
Flower Print Kneeler

- Extremely soft and comfortable
- Thicker and larger (17”) than most kneelers
- Buy mixed or individual colours

55015 T-Foam™
All Purpose Garden Cushion

- Non-slip embossed surface for traction and added protection
- Built with Tommyco top quality Safe Foam for added durability
- Die cut single handle for easy transport

12000 T-Foam™
Premium Garden Kneeler

- Built with high quality NBR foam
- Water resistant for easy cleaning
- Easy to carry with die cut handle

12003 T-Foam™
All Purpose Garden Kneeler

- Built with high quality NBR foam
- Water resistant for easy cleaning
- Easy to carry with die cut handles

2020
GARDEN GEAR & ACCESSORIES
IDEAL WHILE WORKING IN THE GARDEN

PROTECTION WHERE YOU NEED IT.

---

44020
Garden Little Belt

- Stay organized while working in the garden
- Plastic quick clip nylon belt
- 600 x 300 polyester

DIMENSIONS (DxWxH): .5 x 8.5 x 9.5"
UPC CODE: 0-55816-44020-5
WEIGHT (LBS): 0.25

---

54045 Pocket-Gear™
Gardeners Helper

- Holds pruners and small garden tools
- Handy cell phone holder with protective cover
- 600 x 300 polyester

DIMENSIONS (DxWxH): .75 x 8.5 x 9.5"
UPC CODE: 0-55816-54045-5
WEIGHT (LBS): 0.3
Tommyco has displays to fit every store. Many displays can be ordered with a custom product selection that suits your store and marketplace best.

**Hardware Wire Rack Display**

- Gel-Pro™ Nylon Delicate Terrain
- Gelite™ Rough Terrain 227
- 40190 T-Foam™ White Cap Hard Terrain
- 50200 T-Foam™ Single Strap Flat Terrain
- HD220 T-Foam™ Basic Lite Duty

**Garden Wire Rack Display**

48 PIECE MIXED KNEEPADS

**1/8 Pallet Displays**

WITH REMOVABLE TRAYS

- GAR227-DPY Gelite™ Garden Rough Terrain 1/8 Pallet